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In this paper, we introduce a topology !~ in a real vector space L such that (L, f) is a 

locally convex linear topological space and ~ is the strongest locally convex topology contained 

in the finite topology. Furthermore, we show that (L, ~) is an M1~space and an 
AR (stratifiable)-space. 

S 1. IEutroductiom 

An affine space is a real vector space with any topology that induces the Euclidean 

topology on its finite dimensional flats (cf. [4 ; pp. 416, Definition 4.1]). Clearly, 

every real linear topological space is an aifine space. But the converse is not true. 

In fact, there is a real vector space with the finite topology such that it is neither a 

linear topological space nor a locally convex space ([4; pp. 416, 4.3]), where the finite 

topology in a real vector space is the weak topology determined by the Euclidean 

topology on each finite dimensional linear subspace (cf. [4 ; pp. 416, Definition 4.2]) 

(Note that a countable dimensional linear space with the finite topology is a locally 

convex linear topologlcal space [3 ; Lemma 4.4].) 

In this paper we mtroduce a topology j~ in a real vector space L such that 

(L, J~) is a locally convex linear topological space and J~ is the strongest locally 

convex topology contained in the finite topology. As for topological properties of 

vector spaces, all vector spaces with the finite topology are completely and perfectly 

normal, f'urthermore, they are always paracompact, and every subsets (not only the 

closed subsets) is also paracompact (cf. [4 ; pp. 416]). In this paper, we show that 

(L, j~) in the above is an M1~space and an AR (stratifiable)-space 

Throughout this paper, N denotes the set of all natural numbers. For M1~spaces 

and stratifiable spaces, see [2] and [1], respectively. For AR and linear topological 

spaces, see [5] and [6], respectively. Every terminology is referred to [4] or [6], 

unless otherwise stated 
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S 2. Comstructiom of a Hocallly comvex topollogy amd theoreEns 

Throughout this paper, we exclusively use the following notation: L is a real 

vector space with a basis ~ = {u. : oe e A}. 

Let (~:n be all n-dimensional linear subspaces of L generated by n-elements of ~~' 

(i.e. (~:n={

 : u.i e ~ for i= 1,..., n}). Now, we begin with a construction of a local base (i.e, a base for the neighborhood system of O [6 ; pp. 34]). The proofs 

of Lemmas are given in the later sections 

CONSTRUCTION 2.1. For each ce e A, pick up an n. e N. Let U1= U {{tua: Itl

1lna} : ac e A}･ By using induction, if Un-1 has been defined for n ~ 2, Iet U.= 

U {conv (E n Un-i): E e (~:n}' where conv A is the convex hull of A. Let U(na : oc e A) 

= U {U~: n e N} and (~/ be all U(n..: oc e A). 

Then it is obvious that U(n* : Qe e A) is convex. Furthermore (~/ satisfies the local 

base conditions as follows : 

LEMMA 2.2. d~f satj.',fies thefollowing 

(i) For U and Vin (~f there is We(~/ with WCU n V; 

( ii) for U in ~/ there is Ve (~f with V+ Vc U; 

(iii) for U in (~f there is Ve ~~f with aVc Ufor each scalar a with lal ~l; 

(iv) for x in L and U in (~f there is a scalar a with xeaU. 

by using this lemma and [6 ; Theorem 5.1], Jar = {W: For each x e W, there is 

U e (~f with x + U c W} is a vector topology (i.e. (L, Jaf) is a linear topological space) 

and ~~/ is a local base for this topology Jcr. Furthermore Jcr satisfies the followmg 

LEMMA 2.3. jar is the strongest locally convex topology contained in the finite 

to po log y. 

By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we have 

THEOREM 2.4. (L, Jcr) is a locally convex linear topological space, and ~r is 

the strongest locally convex topology contained in thefinite topology. 

In connection with this theorem, the following question naturally arises. 

QUESTION 2.5. ･ Is there a topology Jar' contained in the finite topology such that 

jar' is not locally convex, but (.L, jcr') is a linear topological space? 

Next, in order to prove that (L, jcr) is an M1~space, we use the following notation. 

For each E e ~:n' since E is homeomorphic to n-dimensional Euclidean space, E has 

a countable dense subset {xm(E) : m e N}. (In particular, without loss of generality, 

we may suppose that, for each m e N, the number of non-zero coordinates of xm(.E) 

is just n =dim E.) From now on, we use this notation. For x = alual+"'+anua~' 

let l(x)=min {Iail: ai~O for i=1,..., n}. For each neN Iet ~f,, {U(n oceA) 
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n > n for any oc e A} Then for each E e (~f~, Iet ~f~(E) {x~(E) + U U e (~fk}, where 

k = min {j : 1/j 

Then, the following lemmas are obtained 

LEMMA 2.6. U {(~f~: n, m e N} is a basefor (L, jar). 

LEMMA 2.7. For each m, n e N, ~fT is closure preserving. 

Thus, since it is obvious that (L, jcr) is regular, by Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 we have 

THEOREM 2.8. (L, Jcr) is an. M1~space. 

Since (L, j'r) is a locally convex linear topological space, by [1 ; Theorem 4.3] we 

have 

THEOREM 2.9. (L, j'r) is an AR (stratifiable)-space 

S 3. Proof~.* of Lemnlas 2.2 amd 2.3 

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2. (i) : For any U and Vin i~!, Iet U=U(na: e( e A) and V= 

U(m* : c( e A). Further let l. =max {n., ma} and W= U(la: ce e A). Then it is clear 

that We (~/ and Wc U n V. 

(ii): For each oeeA and each n eN, Iet V(ua; n)={tu.: Itl

U = U(na : c( e A) e (~f, Iet V= U(2na : o( e A). Then we shall prove that V+ Vc U. 

For any x, y e V, Iet x=alv.1+"'+anva.' y=blwpl+"'+bmwp~, where v.i e V(uai' 

2nai)' wpi e V(upi; 2npi), al + "" +an= 1, bl + ･･･ +bm= I and ai>0, bj>0 for each i= 

1,..., n, j=1,..., m. Let v~i=2v.i and wpi=2wpi. Then v~ieV(u.i; nai) and wpie 

V(upi; npi). In case oe.~~p. for any ce. and p . 

' I J I J' 
x+y aiv~1+ +a~v~ +biw~1+･･･+b~w~~ 

where a;=ai/2 and b~=bj/2. Theref'ore, since ai + ･ ･ ･ + a~+bi+ ･･･ + b~= 1, x+y e 

U. In the other case Qci=Pj for some c(i and pj, there is x.i e V(.uai ; nai) such 

that a;,v~i+b;w;j = (a;+b~)xa" Therefore by the same of the former case, x + y e U 

(lii) : Since U e (~f is convex, a U c U for each scalar a with lal ~ 1 

(.iv) : Let x =alu.1+ "'+aku.k and U= U(na: oe e A). Further let c =max {Iail : 

i=1,..., k} and d=min {1/n.i: i=1,..., k}. Then there is a positive number a with 

c 

Thus, the proof of Lemma 2.2 is completed 

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3. First, it is obvious that each U e (~f is open in the finite 

topology, Next, Iet jcr' be a locally convex topology contained in the finite topology 

For any convex neighborhood U (in Jar') of O, since U is open in the finite topology, 

U n 

 is open in 

 for each oc e A. Theref'ore there is na e N for each oe e A 

such that {tua: Itl
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oc e A) c U. 

topology. 
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Thus j~ is the strongest locally convex topology contained in the finite 

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3. 

S 4. Proofs of Lemmnas 2.~ and 2.7 

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.6. Let Wbe a neighborhood of x ( = alu.* + " ' + aku.*). Then 

there is U = U(n* : oe e A) e (~f with x + U c W. Let m be a natural number satisfying 

2k/m

･ Then there is xj(E) such that the distance of xj(E) and x is smaller than 1lmk. For these numbers m and j, 

it is easily verified that there is Ve (~f~(E) with x e xj(E) + Vc x + U c W. This com-

pletes the proof of Lemma 2.6 

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.7. First, we prove that (~ is closure preserving. Let x ~ U frJr 

each Ue(~f and E=

, where x=alu**+"'+a~u*. (ai~O for i=1,..., n). Then in E, (~f n E={U n E: U e ~f} is locally finite by the construction of ~~f. There-

f'ore there is a convex neighborhood V~ of x in E such that V~ n ( U ((~f n E)) = ~. We 

can construct a convex neighborhood Vof x in L such that V n E = V~ and V n ( U (~f) = ~f 

Thus (~f is closure preserving. 

Next, we prove that ~/~ is closure preserving for each m, n e N. Let x ~ V for 

each Ve(~f~ and E=

, where x=alu., + "' +aku.. (ai~O for i= 1,..., k). In case k 

a convex neighborhood W of x such that W n ( U ~f~) = ~f. In the other case k ~ n, by 

the construction of (~tr, ~fr n E {VnE Ve (~f~} rs locally fimte m E Therefore 

there is a convex neighborhood Wk of x in E such that Wk n ( U ((~fT n E)) = ~. We can 

construct a convex neighborhood W of x in L such that W n E = Wk and W n ( U (~~) = ~ 

Thus, ~~f~ is closure preserving. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.7 
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